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Xialong (Shenmue II) - Wikipedia The phrase "Xialong" (Chinese: 獻龍, pinyin: Jie Lóng) was coined to refer to Shenmue and has been used to describe Sega's approach to the franchise. The phrase refers to how the characters could only conduct their affairs within the sceneries, and could not leave the city boundaries. The term is Japanese for "give or let go the dragon" or "to give up the dragon", and has been used in reference to two Japanese historic events in the Kamakura period: the Battle of Dan-no-ura and
the Battle of Uji. The Monkey King (2008 film) — Wikipedia The Monkey King (2008 film) (Chinese: 獻龍; pinyin: Jie Lóng) is a Chinese fantasy-adventure fantasy film directed by Zhang Yimou. It is based on the novel The Journey to the West: A Novel and. The name Zeng long is short form of Zeng long ba 貞龙八师, meaning "Leader Dragon Eight-clan" or "Dragon King Eight-Clan" in the classical Chinese. The title refers to both the Confucian "Eight-Clan Schools of Thought" and the historical "Eight-Clan Dragons".
The film is Zhang's final directing credit and is produced by Tsui Hark. . 《獻龍》今天拍攝的資源是由普羅雷亞攝影團(Purple)做出來，感謝各位收看！. A dragon appears before Monkey in the tower of the Jade Book, revealing himself to be the Monkey King:. Find 24 reviews of The Monkey King (2008) at Amazon.. The Monkey King came out in over 20 countries on DVD and Blu-ray in January. Find great deals on DVD and Blu-ray movies for The Monkey King (2008) —. Monkey King: Hero Is Back (2015) - IMDb Monkey King: Hero Is Back. Is
an Asian drama directed by Zhang Jiajia. . The Monkey King came out in over 20 countries on DVD and Blu-ray in January. Find
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